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EDITORIAL: HOW TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE NEWSLETER
Dear Reader,
We are inviting contributions to the following rubrics:
• Research highlights (annotations) presenting the projects pursued by the members of the Consortium.
• Short regular and invited papers.
• Proposals for collaborative research work.
• News from the participating institutions.
• Information about conferences, symposia, workshops, seminars.
• Programs and frameworks for an exchange of visits and mobility of researchers. Job opportunities
(especially for young researchers, e.g. postdoctoral positions, specializations, internships).
• Annotations of books, conference proceedings, software and internet resources. Additions to the list of
the recent scientific publications and conference reports at the website of the Consortium
(http://fir.ufukui.ac.jp/Website_Consortium/publist.html ).
• Information and announcements about awards and nominations.
• Short presentations of laboratories and research groups belonging to the participating institutions.
Please submit your contributions to the Newsletter as well as requests for information to:
Professor Masahiko Tani
Director of FIR UF – Facilitator of
the International Consortium
FIR UF
tani@fir.u-fukui.ac.jp

Dr. Svilen Sabchevski
Editor of the website and the Newsletter
Institute of Electronics of the Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences
sabch@ie.bas.bg
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Development of an electron-optical system with a field emitter
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At the moment, the gyrotrons have a leading position among the sources of high-power microwave radiation in the
sub-THz and THz bands. In contrast to the MW level power tubes for plasma heating, the power about several tens of
Watts looks reasonable for such applications as high-resolution spectroscopy, in particular Dynamic Nuclear Polarization
(DNP) and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR). In recent years, some efforts are made to obtain high power generation
in the millimeter-wave range using solid-state transistors and monolithic integrated circuits. The greatest success was
achieved using solid state systems based on different nitrides, including GaN. So far, however, even with the best systems
of GaN on the diamond substrate the power about several Watts can be obtained only at frequencies less than 50-100
GHz. The same power level at higher frequencies around 250 GHz or more, required for DNP / NMR, looks probably
impossible for solid state devices, at least in the near future. Thus, it can be stated that currently the gyrotrons are the only
acceptable sources of microwave radiation for the given type of spectrometers.
Traditionally gyrotrons use thermionic cathodes. Compact sub-THz and THz tubes have relatively small
dimensions of their constructive elements, where heating of thermionic cathodes can cause a change of its geometrical
dimensions and therefore an associated undesirable change of its output characteristics. Furthermore, a relatively long
time is required to heat the thermionic cathodes to a stable operating temperature. So, it is not possible to provide a quick
start of gyrotrons with thermionic cathodes. Meanwhile, maximally inertia-less on/off switching of the submillimeter
gyrotrons may be necessary for some applications. Finally, miniature thermionic cathodes used in regimes when it is
necessary to obtain large emission current densities from their surface, have short lifetime. As a result, in the miniature
sub-THz and THz bands gyrotrons utilizing thermionic cathodes complicates their exploitation and narrows the field of
application of these devices.
In view of what was said, it seems very attractive to replace the hot cathodes by field emitters. Field emitters do
not require heating and are virtually inertia-free. Such a replacement is impeded by the fact that field emitters should have
a high lifetime when operated in technical vacuum and, simultaneously, provide currents greater than 20-30 mA. Besides,
an emission current density of the order of or more than 100 mA/cm2 even in gyrotrons with small output power (tens of
watts) for diagnostic and medical applications is needed. Until recently, there have been no field emitters which could
satisfy simultaneously the high requirements mentioned above. However, recent studies have shown that multi-tip field
emitters with innovative protection coatings can, after some modification, be employed in the high-frequency gyrotrons.

In what follows, we give the concept of the construction of electron-optical systems (EOSs) of submillimeter
gyrotrons with field emitters and describe the main distinctive features of both the emission system and the resulting
characteristic features of the helical electron beam (HEB) formation system of a gyrotron. The analysis is performed by
an example of a gyrotron with an operating frequency of 263 GHz, an accelerating voltage of 15 kV, and an output power
of about ten watts, which is sufficient for the purposes of the DNP/ NMR spectroscopy.
To obtain the required values of the field emission current, the electric field on the emitter surface should exceed
5 kV/mm. On the tip surface in a multi-tip structure with a typical tip diameter D = 30 - 50 nm and a height h = 30 µm, a
field gain  ≥ 1000 can be provided. For beam current higher than 5 µA from a single tip, usually, the tip will be
destroyed and this fact give a physical limitation of the current from a single tip. Thus, the required current density can be
achieved for N  104 tips on the emitting cathode surface. Such structure has been developed and made by St.-Petersburg
team (Fig.1).

Fig.1. Photo of the multi-tip structure. The distance between the pins of a height h = 30 µ and a diameter D =36
nm is equal to 30 µm.
The number of tips that can be located on the emitter surface is limited by the so-called screening effect. To
reduce the mutual screening effect it is needed to locate the tips at a sufficient distance from each other. The screening
effect is negligibly small only if the ratio of the distance l between the tips to their height h is more than 2. Actually, it is
not always possible to create the required number of tips on the emitter surface and, simultaneously, completely eliminate
the screening. To provide the required emission currents in a device with specified geometry of the electron gun and the
voltage between the cathode and anode, the morphology of the emitter surface should be optimized.
The experiments with a conventional gyrotron intended for use in the spectroscopic studies and operated at a
frequency of 263 GHz showed that for an electron accelerating voltage of 15 kV the starting current does not exceed 20
mA. This gives a hope that in the gyrotrons for DNP/NMR spectroscopy it will be possible to use cold field emitters
instead of hot cathodes and, at the same time, provide a sufficient output power level (more than 10 W) for spectroscopy
applications.
To check the feasibility of this idea, it was decided to try it using the already existing gyrotron for spectroscopy,
with only the beam generation system replaced and the other components (resonator, radiation-to-wave beam converter,

collector, and magnetic system) left unchanged. The main parameters of the EOS are presented in the tables below and a
general view is given in Fig.2

Table 1. Main parameters of the EOS.
Cathode-to-resonator distance, mm
Beam compression
Average current density, A/cm2
Cathode coil power, W
Axial inclination angle of the magnetic field to the middle of the emitter, deg
Maximum beam current, mA
Velocity spread (0.1-0.9 level), %

440
53
0.25
630
7.9
50
34

Fig.2. Scheme of the primary formation of the helical electron beam in a non-adiabatic EOS. Distributions of the
axial magnetic field B(z) (right axis, data are in T) is presented. Red dots and corresponding numbers show the
electric field value (kV/mm) at the most critical points. The electric field Ek at the emitter center is also shown.
All dimensions are in mm.

As we mentioned above, the known experimental results show the possibility of stable single mode excitation
in gyrotrons within the frequency range 0.2-0.5 THz at operation voltages about 10 - 15 kV and beam currents of several
tens mA. As another example we proposed gyrotron with pulsed magnetic field coil (field intensity up to 30 T), which
was developed for 0.67 THz operating frequency. For normal coil operation conditions, the design frequency of a
gyrotron was chosen close to 0.5 THz and the TE7,5 mode was selected as operating one. In such case the cavity radius is
2.3 mm, the optimal radius of the electron beam injection is equal to 0.74 mm and the cut-off frequency is 0.48 THz.
The mode excitation has been studied by the self-consistent code ANGEL for accelerating voltage U=11 kV,
beam current I=40 mA, pitch-factor (ratio of electron oscillatory velocity to the longitudinal one) g=1.3. These beam
parameters are close to the experimental ones, used for stable single mode excitation of the TE 5,3 mode with a frequency
of 0.263 THz at similar excitation conditions. The model with non-fixed longitudinal RF-field structure takes into account
the electron velocity spread (v=30 % in calculations), the Ohmic losses in the cavity walls and the real resonator
profile. A map of the starting currents and calculated dependencies of the output power and efficiency versus the
magnetic field for an optimized cavity length of 13 mm are presented in Fig.3 and Fig.4, respectively.

Fig.3 The dependence of the starting current for operating (solid line) mode TE 7,5 and the nearest
competitive (dashed lines) modes versus magnetic field. For each mode several minimums corresponds to a
different number (q=1, 2, 3, …) of longitudinal variation of the RF field profile.

Fig.4 The output power and efficiency versus magnetic field for a cavity length of 13 mm.
The minimal starting current is about 10 mA that is suitable for field emission cathodes. Additionally, an 11
kV/40 mA electron beam with a pitch-factor g~1.3 looks reasonable for several tens Watts generation at 0.5 THz.
Unfortunately, the optimal cavity length is much longer than the uniform magnetic field length in the existing magnetic
system.
The tangent of the magnetic field angle is proportional to the gradient of the magnetic field. However, this
gradient is significant only at distances from the magnetic system center of the order of the average radius of the solenoid,
where the field value is 10-50% of the maximum. Estimations show that when the emitter is placed in an area where the

field is 10-20% of the maximum (approximately 50-60 mm from the center of the solenoid), the required angle of
inclination of the magnetic field to the axis is indeed provided. However, the magnitude of the magnetic field near the
emitter region in this case is still very large and exceeds 0.2 T. As a result, the step of the electron trajectory here is only
1–1.5 mm, which is much smaller than all other characteristic scales of the formation system and the condition for nonadiabaticity (strong inhomogeneity of the magnetic field) is not fulfilled. Therefore, in such case it is impossible to ensure
big enough rotational speed of the electrons and the pitch factor of the beam will remain close to zero.
On the contrary, if we shift the gun into the region of magnetic fields about 100 times smaller than the working
one, then it is already possible to ensure the condition of non-adiabaticity of the magnetic field (the step of the trajectory
becomes quite large). However, in this case, the magnetic field gradient is already small and the magnetic field line is
almost parallel to the axis of the system. As a result, it is very difficult to ensure that the beam is shot at an angle to the
magnetic field and the beam again turns out not to be twisted (the pitch factor is small). The large compressions of the
magnetic field (more than 100) also leads to the fact that the initial rotational velocity is relatively small (at least 10-15
times less than in the cavity), therefore, small perturbations of the initial oscillatory velocity can lead to a large velocity
spread.
Despite all described problems, a reasonable geometry of the electrodes was found. A diode type electron gun
with a full accelerating voltage of 15 kV was investigated. Fig. 5 shows the cross section of this diode system. Two
electrodes (1 and 2) under the same potential form a control electrode (anode) with an annular slot through which the
electrons are emitted to the beam transport channel. The beam parameters are: current 50 mA, current density 0.14 A/cm2,
electric field on the emission surface 6.3-6.5 kV/mm (without tips taken into account). The calculated value of the pitchfactor is g=1.2 and velocity spread v~0.35.

Fig.5 The electrodes geometry and the beam trajectories in the optimized electron gun
Based on the results of numerical modeling the design of the tube has been made (Fig.6) taking into account the
available precision of manufacturing and existing technologies. The cathode and the electrodes 1 and 2 position can be
slightly (2-3 mm) adjusted along longitudinal axis by spacer rings.
For experimental verification of the possibility of gyrotron operation with field emitter, it was necessary to
measure the currents of electrons flow passing through the cavity. To obtain such information, the cavity was removed
from the experimental gyrotron and a grounded beam collector was installed at the position corresponding to the end of
the cavity. This modification has small effect on the transport of the electron beam since the removed original elements
and their replacements have similar dimensions and both are grounded. Therefore, the measurement of the collector
current allows us to estimate the magnitude of the electron beam current passing through the cavity. The schematic
representation of the EOS cross-section is demonstrated in Fig. 7 The cathode system with an annular emitter 1, control
electrodes with an annular diaphragm, device body 3, the solenoid 4, and the collector 5 are also shown here.

Fig.6 General view of the 0.5 THz gyrotron

Fig. 7. Schematic representation of the EOS cross section with a non-adiabatic electron gun: 1 - cathode
assembly with the annular field emitter, 2 - the anode, 3 - device body, 4 – solenoid, 5 - collector.
The tips of the multi-tip structure have height of about 30 µm and were located at a distance of 30 µm from each
other. The tips had a two-layer metal-fullerene coating, protecting them from the destructive action of the ion
bombardment which is intensive under technical vacuum conditions. The radius of the tips top with this coating was
approximately equal to 20 nm.
The collector (Icol) and to the anode (Ia) currents were measured. The anode and collector were grounded through
1 kΩ resistors. To determine the currents to these electrodes, the voltage drops at the indicated resistances were recorded.
Along with the collector and control electrode currents, the full cathode current was also controlled. The electric fields
necessary for the formation of field emission from the multi-tip structure were created when a sufficient negative voltage
U was applied to the cathode.
At the initial stage of the measurements, a long (several hours) training of the experimental setup was carried out
in continuous mode at cathode currents from 10 μA to 1 mA. The measurements at higher currents were performed in the
regime of single high voltage pulses with duration of 35 μs. They were carried out in the absence and in the presence of a
magnetic field. The maximum magnetic field at the center of the cavity was 20 T. The pulses of the magnetic field had
duration of approximately 8 ms. Pulse current was measured using the Agilent DSO-X 2024A oscilloscope.

According to the data obtained at the absence of a magnetic field, a big part (about 20 %) of the electrons emitted
by the cathode is intercepted by the anode. When the magnetic field is on, this fraction of the electron flow decreases but
remains yet significant (15%). Such a large current of the electrons to the anode may be due not only the interception of
some electrons emitted by the cathode, but also by the reflection of electrons from the magnetic mirror or by the flow of
secondary electrons from the collector.
The current-voltage characteristics of the collector and the anode, measured at the standard for the used
experimental gyrotron distribution of the magnetic field, are shown in Fig.8. In the studied regimes with voltages U up to
11 kV, the collector current reached values of about 40 mA. Thus, despite the interception by the anode of a part of the
electrons emitted by the cathode, the flow of electrons to the collector installed at the location of the cavity exit
significantly exceeds the required starting currents of this gyrotron.

l
Fig. 8. Typical dependences of the electron currents I on the applied voltage U:
Icol - collector current, Ia - current of the anode.
In short, the results of the work can be summarized as follows:
(i)

The main characteristics of the electron beam formed by the electron optical system (EOS) with a field
emitter in a pulsed gyrotron with an operating frequency of about 0.5 THz were calculated.

(ii)

On the basis of performed theoretical analysis, the cavity configuration and the conditions for the
excitation of different modes are determined.

(iii)

The multi-tip annular cathode with a metal-fullerene coating, which protects the emitter from the
destructive effect of the ion bombardment, was manufactured.

(iv)

An EOS of a gyrotron with a multi-tip field emitter was designed and manufactured.

(v)

An experimental study of the operation of the EOS with a field emitter was carried out and the possibility
of formation by this EOS of an electron flow passing through the gyrotron cavity with the current
significantly exceeding the starting one was demonstrated.

As a whole, the results of this work, demonstrate the feasibility of the operation of a sub-THz gyrotron with a
field emitter. The obtained data prove the stable functioning of the field emitter in a technical vacuum. The estimates

show that for the obtained values of the emission current (of the order of several tens mA) the gyrotron could provide
output powers of up to several tens Watts.
At the same time, the results indicate the need for further studies aimed to reducing the electron flow intercepted
by the control electrode, as well as increasing of the electron beam current passing into the cavity. The experimental tests
of the gyrotron operation are planned after the modification of the magnetic system aiming at increasing the length of the
homogeneous region.

For more detail:
1.

M.Yu. Glyavin, V.N. Manuilov, G.G. Sominski, E.P. Taradaev, T.A.Tumareva, “The concept of an
electron-optical system with field emitter for a spectroscopic gyrotron,” Infrared Physics &
Technology, vol. 78, (2016) 185-189. DOI: 10.1016/j.infrared.2016.08.006.

2. E. Taradaev, G. Sominskii, V. Manuilov, A. Fokin, A. Sedov, and M. Glyavin, “Design and
preliminary tests of pulsed magnetic field 0.5 THz gyrotron with field emitter,” Infrared Physics and
Technology (2020, submitted)

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

According to the COVID-19 contingency plan as recently announced the dates of the
IRMMW-THz 2020 meeting are changed to Nov. 8-13, 2020. All other conference
deadlines will be shifted accordingly (see updated information at the following link).

Announcement by the organizers: “We regret to inform you that because of the significant health risks and
transportation disruptions associated with the COVID-19 pandemic we are forced to postpone the 11th
International Workshop “Strong Microwaves and Terahertz Waves: Sources and Applications” until summer
2021.
We will inform you about the planned dates for the Workshop as soon as they are available.
Thank you for your interest in our Workshop and hope to see all of you in Nizhny Novgorod next summer.”

The first International Workshop on Far-Infrared Technologies (IW-FIRT) was held in 1999 as a celebration
event for establishing FIR FU, and the second IW-FIRT was held in 2002 as a part of the Fukui University
International Congress to celebrate the 50th anniversary of our university. The third IW-FIRT was held in 2010,
eight years after the second IW-FIRT, to commemorate the 10th anniversary of the foundation of FIR UF. The
fourth, fifth, and sixth IW-FIRT were held in 2012, 2014, 2017, and 2019, successively, every few years. In
these workshops it was aimed to discuss the recent developments and future directions of far-infrared and
terahertz science and technologies with a special emphasis on high power radiation sources in this frequency
region and their applications. We feel that it is the time to organize the next IW-FIRT to update our knowledge
and understanding in this rapidly developing field. Therefore, we organize the 8th International Workshop on
Far-Infrared Technologies (IW-FIRT 2021). For more detail please visit the website of the Workshop.

PERSONALIA
Professor Toshitaka Idehara at 80

Professor Toshitaka Idehara was born in Ibara Japan, on April 15, 1940. He received the B.S. degree in
mathematics and the M.S. and D.S. degrees in physics from Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan, in 1963, 1965, and
1968, respectively. After graduating from Kyoto University, he joined the University of Fukui, Fukui, Japan,
and was a Lecturer from 1968 to 1970 and an Associate Professor from 1970 to 1990. During this term, he
worked on fundamental plasma physics. After 1979, his interest was directed toward the development of highfrequency gyrotrons. From 1990 to 1999, he was a Professor in the Applied Physics Department, Fukui
University, and from 1992 to 1999, he was the Head of the Laboratory for Application of Superconducting
Magnet, Fukui University. Since 1999, he was a Professor and a founding Director of the Research Center for
Development of Far-Infrared Region, University of Fukui (FIR UF). Since 2007 he was also a Supervisor of the
research at FIR UF. From June 2004 to December 2010 he was an Editor in Chief of the International Journal
of Infrared and Millimeter Waves and later Journal of Infrared, Millimeter, and Terahertz Waves. In 2009, he
won the Prize for Science and Technology, The Commendation for Science and Technology by the Minister of
Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology of Japan, for Study on High Power THz Radiation Sources
High Harmonic Gyrotrons. In 2011, he was awarded the Prize for Science and Technology from Fukui
Prefectural Governor for Development of high power THz radiation sources Gyrotrons, and application to THz
technologies. In 2016 he was awarded the Kenneth J. Button Prize for outstanding contributions to the
development of high power THz radiation sources (harmonic gyrotrons) and their applications to high power
THz spectroscopy. His current research interests include development of frequency tunable, sub-THz and THz
gyrotrons and their applications to high-power THz technologies, novel spectroscopic techniques (NMR-DNP,
ESR), and advanced technologies.
Professor Idehara was an organizer and facilitator of the first International Consortium for Development
of High-Power Terahertz Science and Technology established in 2015. He has an active international
collaboration with a great number of institutions and researchers around the world. Professor Idehara is
recognized worldwide as a brilliant scientist, devoted teacher, and leader in the field of development and
applications of gyrotrons. His remarkable achievements in advancing the operation of gyrotrons towards the
THz region is an epochal contribution, which is an inspiration for the new generation of younger researchers as
well as for all his colleagues and collaborators.
We greet Professor Idehara on the occasion of his 80th anniversary and wish him strong health,
happiness, and many remarkable achievements in his work!

Professor Seitaro Mitsudo at 55

Professor Seitaro Mitsudo was born in Okayama, Japan, on April 17, 1965. He received the B.S., M.S.
and D.S. degrees in physics from Okayama University in 1989, 1991 and 1994, respectively. After graduating
from Okayama University, he joined the Institute for Materials Research of Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan.
From 1994 to 1998, he was Research Associate. During this term, he worked on the high-field magnetism.
From 1998 to 1999, he was with the Applied Physics Department of Fukui University, Fukui, Japan, as an
Associate Professor. Since 1999, he has been an Associate Professor of the Research Center for Development
of Far-Infrared Region, Fukui University. Since 2006, he has been a Professor with the Research Center for
Development of Far Far-Infrared Region (FIR Center), Fukui University and he currently is Vice Director of
FIR UF.
In 2009 (together with Professor T. Idehara and Professor I. Ogawa) he won the Commendation for
Science and Technology by the Minister of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology.
His current research interests include development and study of frequency tunable, sub-THz and THz
gyrotrons and their applications in the wide field of the high-power THz science and technology.
We greet Professor Mitsudo on the occasion of his 55th anniversary and wish him strong health,
happiness, and many remarkable achievements in his work!
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NEWS FROM THE NET (OUR BROADER HORIZONS)
Fourth gyrotron complex for ITER has been tested successfully in N. Novgorod

On 8 June 2020, the web portal “Scientific Russia” announces that from May 25 to June 2, 2020, the Institute of
Applied Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences (IAP RAS) and GYCOM Ltd. tested the fourth gyrotron
complex for the ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor). As in the case of the three
complexes manufactured earlier, the tests demonstrated that the device is fully compliant with the specifications

of the ITER Organization, which means an official recognition that the gyrotron can be put on the construction
site of the future installation. The Director of IAP-RAS G.G. Denisov and E.M. Tai, director of the Nizhny
Novgorod Branch ("GYCOM-NN") noted in particular: “The complex, which has passed acceptance tests these
days, was manufactured and pre-tested in November 2019. It should be noted that the acceptance of our
complexes always proceeds with great confidence in us from the foreign colleagues. These tests were planned
in August-September 2020, but since preliminary tests showed high reliability, we asked the ITER International
Organization to conduct final tests in June. The positive results obtained give us a temporary reserve for the
tests of the fifth delivery complex. Acceptance tests were first performed remotely due to difficult
epidemiological conditions. Representatives of the ITER International Organization and representatives of the
Russian ITER Agency watched the tests via video broadcasting, then held a joint video conference.”
Jointly, the Institute of Applied Physics of the Russian Academy of Sciences and GYCOM are recognized
world leaders in the production of gyrotron complexes. Of the 24 complexes for the ITER reactor, eight will be
produced in Russia in accordance with the Supply Agreement between the ITER Organization and the Russian
ITER Agency, signed by the parties in 2012. These devices are unique in their characteristics: a frequency of
170 GHz with a power of 1 MW and a pulse duration of up to 1000 sec. In accordance with the schedule, the
first pair of Russian gyrotron complexes should be delivered to the ITER Organization in mid-2021.
The original announcement (in Russian) is available at the following link. The same news has been
announced also at the website of ITER.
Melting and drilling of rocks – a new “profession” of the gyrotrons
Among the numerous applications of gyrotrons in various fields of science and technology its usage as a highpower source of electromagnetic radiation for melting and drilling of rocks is relatively less known despite the
successful demonstration of this technique by Paul Woskow at MIT many years ago. In its March issue the
IEEE Spectrum announces that AltaRock Energy is leading an effort to melt and vaporize rocks with millimeter
waves. Instead of grinding away with mechanical drills, scientists use a gyrotron to open holes in slabs of hard
rock. The goal is to penetrate rock at faster speeds, to greater depths, and at a lower cost than conventional
drills do in order to utilize efficiently the abundant geothermal energy of the Earth.
The Seattle-based company AltaRock Energy recently received a US $3.9 million grant from the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Advanced Research Projects Agency–Energy (ARPA-E). The three-year initiative will
enable scientists to demonstrate the technology at increasingly larger scales, from burning through hand-size
samples to room-size slabs. Project partners say they hope to start drilling in real-world test sites before the
grant period ends in September 2022. The ARPA-E grant will allow the MIT team to develop their process
using megawatt-size gyrotrons at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, in Tennessee.
For more detail please visit the source of this information following the link. Another article on this method is
available in the March issue of the Quarry Magazine.
Another related news appeared on 9 June 2020 an the website of Renewable Now. Their article says:
“Quaise Inc, a US company developing a new drilling technology for the geothermal energy sector, on Monday
said it has secured USD 6 million (EUR 5.3m) in seed funding. The investment in the company, which is a
Massachusetts Institute of Technology spinout, was led by venture capital firm The Engine. Venture capitalist
Vinod Khosla played an important role in the company's inception and provided funding, while venture capital
firm Collaborative Fund also contributed to the funding round. Quaise explains that geothermal energy
development has so far been limited because of the difficult access in deeper earth layers through existing
drilling technology. The hybrid deep drilling method invented at the MIT Plasma Science and Fusion Center
and developed by Quaise uses a gyrotron for millimetric electromagnetic wave generation. The new
technology makes drilling possible at depths that could not be reached with conventional drilling. With the seed
funding, Quaise will be able to mature the technology and form a team in three locations -- Boston and Houston
in the US and Cambridge in the UK. The company will also extend its links with field development partners
and extend partnerships with research institutions.” Additional information is available at the following link as
well as here.

Can high-power microwaves reduce the launch cost of space-bound rockets?
On 20 April 2020 ScienceDaily reports on the work of scientists from the University of Tsukuba. In their
research, they calculated the efficiencies of four important features of microwave-beam-powered propulsion
systems for rockets. These findings are critical to minimizing or possibly reducing the cost of rocket propulsion
systems. In a paper published in the Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, the research team from the University
of Tsukuba have helped solve important wireless power transmission and other efficiency issues that must be
overcome to use high-powered microwaves to supplement -- or nearly replace -- chemical fuel for rocket
launches. Their study will help researchers in this line of work properly focus their efforts. Researchers
commonly believe that a rocket requires a megawatt of beam-powered propulsion -- that's approximately the
power output of 10 automobiles -- per kilogram of payload to reach a minimal orbit. Whether microwave
transmission is sufficiently efficient for real-world applications is an open question.
Microwave beams have been transmitted by using a ground antenna that is the same size as a rocket antenna.
"However, practical applications will require a large ground-based transmitter and a small receiver on the
rocket, and thus variable-focus transmission," explains Assistant Professor Kohei Shimamura, lead author of
the study. "We wanted to not only demonstrate this approach, but also quantify its efficiency." In their
comprehensive study, the researchers calculated the efficiencies, at short distances, of a ground-based
microwave generator (51%), wireless power supply that sends the microwaves to the rocket propulsion system
(14%), receiving antenna on the rocket (34%), and propulsion device that uses the microwave energy to heat
the rocket propellant (6%). "Researchers can now put numbers on how efficient variable-focus transmission is
at present," says Associate Professor Tsuyoshi Kariya, the other main author of the study. Future research will
need to study and improve efficiencies at long distances. In the words of Associate Professor Shimamura: "This
is a difficult challenge, but an important next step in advancing microwave technology to practical use in rocket
launches." Rockets are essential technology, but their launching cost is a major disadvantage for scientific
missions. With future research, high-power microwaves may one day be a low-cost method of rocket
propulsion, concludes the publication in ScienceDaily.
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Collective Thomson scattering diagnostic for the GDT open magnetic trap
Specialists of the Institute of Nuclear Physics. G.I. Budker (INP SB RAS) and the Institute of Applied Physics
RAS (Nizhny Novgorod) are implementing a project on the physics of the retention of energetic ions in an open
magnetic trap GDL (gas-dynamic trap) of the INP SB RAS. In a recent publication, they have proposed a
collective Thomson scattering (CTS) diagnostic for fast ion measurements for the GDT facility at the Budker
Institute. The diagnostic utilizes the 54.5 GHz gyrotron usually used for electron cyclotron resonance heating
as a source of probe radiation and is aimed at reconstruction of distributions over transverse and longitudinal
velocities of NBI-driven ions in the plasma core. In their paper the researchers present a feasibility study of this
concept showing a possibility to receive a strong CTS signal of several hundred eVs for a wide range of GDT
parameters. The main limitations come from the refraction of the probe and scattered radiation propagating in
inhomogeneous plasma: to provide well-resolved CTS measurements the on-axis plasma density should be kept
less than 1.5x1013 cm−3 while usual GDT discharges correspond to the density of (0.9 − 1.3) 1013 cm−3.
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